Laser-Based Approach
q The basic physics involved in the dissociative electron attachment to laser-excited molecules was investigated (publications 1, 3, 5, 9, 10) .
q It was illustrated the analytically useful negative ions can be produced by this method in benzene and toluene, which is not possible using conventional negative ion technique (publication 8).
q Experiments were conducted to show that the negative ion formation can be further enhanced by applying small electric and/or magnetic fields; this was shown to be due to the lengthening of the lifetimes of the Rydberg states by these external fields (publication 9).
Discharge-Based Approach
q It was illustrated that molecules can be efficiently excited via excitation transfer from metastable states of rare gases produced in a glow discharge, and that electron attachment to those highly-excited molecules leads to abundant negative ion formation (publications 2, 4).
q Enhanced electron attachment to Rydberg states in plasmas was investigated; this study showed that electron attachment to Rydberg states could have major implications for a variety of discharge plasmas (publication 6).
q It was experimentally verified that enhanced negative ion formation can be achieved in a pulsed glow discharge. It was shown that the high-Rydberg states produced during the discharge survive into the afterglow and efficiently attach electrons due to the rapid cooling of the electrons in the afterglow (publication 7).
PLANNED ACTIVITIES:
1. Our studies on negative ion formation in laser-irradiated molecules have shown that it is indeed an extremely efficient process. However, the negative ion formation in those experiments is limited by the limited number of electrons produced by laser photoionization. We plan to provide additional electrons by using an external electron gun. The electron gun needed for these studies has been built. Publications ( peer-reviewed publications):
